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*
1 And did you have an observation about Dan,Q-

2 his health, his condition, before the surgery?

3 A. He was still experiencing the stomach pain

4 and back pain, vomiting, and he went in for this

5 surgery .

6 And were you in the waiting room?Q.

7 A. Yes.

8 How long did the surgery take?Q-

9 A little over an hour.A.

10 And how did you know when it was done?Q.

Dr. Gomez came out and told me that the11 A.

12 surgery had been completed, and everything was fine.

Dr. Gomez told you at that point everything13 Q-

14 was fine?

15 A. Yes.

16 Did he say where the patient was going next?Q.

That he was going into recovery and that I'd17 A.

18 be able to see him shortly.

Q. All right. From the time that Dr. Gomez told19

20 you everything went fine and Dan was going in to

21 recovery until the time that you went to see Dan in

22 recovery, how long of a period of time was that?

23 About five hours, six hours. About sixA.

24 hours .
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1 You sat in the waiting room for six hoursQ.

2 waiting to sea your husband?

3 Yes .A.

4 And when you — did you finally get in to theQ.

5 recovery room to see Dan?

6 A. Yes.

7 Would you give the appeals officer theQ-

8 benefit of your observations about him?

9 When I got in to the recovery room, Dan wasA.

10 He asked me if I had talked to Dr. Gomez ,on oxygen.

11 and 1 said yes, the surgery went fine. There were no

12 And then Dan threw up, and they took mesurprises .

13 away while they cleaned him up and put on a clean gown

and everything. And the anesthesiologist came over and14

15 told me that they wanted to take him to — they were

16 trying to get him into a room in cardiac intensive care

17 because of his issues with the vomiting and a right

18 bundled branch block.

19 They then told me I could see him — go back

20 I was standing there talking to him,and see him.

21 holding his hand, and he was trying to sit up, and the

22 nurse said, "What are you doing?" And I said, "Dan,

23 what's wrong?" And he said, "I think I have to vomit

24 again . "
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1a
Turned1 he couldn't sit up.She told him no,

2 The other nurse says, "Yes, that'sto another nurse.

3 I don' t know what they — and shewhat I would do . "

says, "He's having a massive myocardial infarction.4

5 Get her out of here . "

6 At that point, the nurse took me, tried to

7 find a place for me in the recovery room. All the

so they put me out8 doors were locked on all the rooms,

9 in the hallway and said someone would be coming out and

all I could hear was them yelling for the crash cart10

11 and I was — they pushed me out in the hallway.

12 So from the time you left the recovery roomQ.

to the time you went back out in the hallway, how long13

did you stay before anyone came and told you anything?14

15 About a half hour.A.

16 And who was it that came to you next?Q.

Dr, Gomez and the anesthesiologist. I don't17 A.

18 recall his name.

Did either one of them speak to you and tell19 Q.

20 you what the status was?

21 A. Yes.

22 Q . Who spoke?

23 A. Dr. Gomez.

24 And what did he say?Q.
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1 He said Dan had a massive myocardialA.

AndAnd I said, "Is he going to be okay?"2 infarction .

he said, "No. We lost him." And he said, "Do you want3

4 an autopsy?" And at that point I said no, don't. I

was in shock and didn't have time to think about it.5

6 Q, Were you by yourself?

There was a nurse that saw me crying and7 A.

trembling in the hallway. She was from pediatrics.8

9 And she insisted on waiting with me until my sisters

X made a phone call to my sister, and she said10 came .

And she sat with me until my11 they were on their way.

sisters came. And then the social worker finally came12

out and asked ma what we wanted to do with the body, or13

14 where the body should be transported.

15 Were you asked if you wanted to see yourQ.

16 husband first?

A. Yes. I was asked if X wanted to go in and17

At that point his best friend had also18 see him.

arrived. Sorry. And I said, "Do you want to go in and19

20 see him?" And Don said, "No, I can't."

or the social21 I said — the nurse told me,

worker said, "Remember, he's still all hooked up.22 Do

23 you want to go in?" And I said no.

What arrangements were made for Dan' s funeral24 Q-

25 services?
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1 Dan always said he wanted to be cremated, soA.

2 the body was transported to Weiton's Funeral Home, and

3 I did have ahe was cremated. I did have a service.

And then the following summer my sister and4 funeral .

5 an SUV and took ourbrother-in-law and I rented a

6 three dogs and we drove to South Dakota to spread his

7 ashes .

8 Q. Was Dan from South Dakota?

9 A. Yes.

10 The Black Hills of South Dakota?Q.

11 He wanted his ashes spread near MountA. Yes.

12 Rushmore, so that's what we did.

13 And you paid for the funeral, you paid forQ-

14 the cremation, and you paid for the 	

15 Yes, I did.A.

Did you at some point in time file a claim16 Q.

for survivor benefits as a result of your husband' s17

18 death?

19 A. Yes, I did.

20 What did you understand to be the benefit?Q-

He said there was widow -- widows benefits21 A.

22 under the heart and lung bill.

23 And how did you — where did you get thatQ.

24 information?
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l Several of his friends had told me, and DanA.

2 had always said that he was covered under the heart and

3 lung bill, so I contacted Reno Police Protective

4 Association.

Q. Your Honor, may I approach the witness? For5

6 the benefit of counsel and you also, Judge, I'm about

to show the witness what I believe to be the death7

certificate. And it appears at Exhibit Number 6 at8

9 Page 128.

10 THE COURT: Okay.

11 MR, BEAVERS: May I approach?

12 THE COURT: Yes.

MR. BEAVERS: Your Honor, this is highlighted.13

14 Is that

15 THE COURT: That's fine.

Ms. Demaranville , I ask that you look at that16 Q.

17 document.

18 A. Okay.

19 What does that appear to be?Q.

20 A. The death certificate.

21 When you say uthe" death certificate, how doQ.

22 you know it' s the death certificate?

23 The death certificate that was given to me atA.

24 the funeral home, and it says Washoe County District

25 Certificate of Death.
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1 Q. Okay. So you received at least one original?

2 A. Yes.

3 And did you talk to Dr. Gomez - well, doesQ.

4 it appear that Dr. Gomez signed that document down

5 where his signature appears?

6 A. Yes.

7 Q. Authenticated?

8 Yes .A.

9 Did you have any conversation with Dr. GomezQ.

10 between the time he told you your husband passed away

11 and asked you if you wanted an autopsy and the time you

12 received the death certificate?

13 A. No.

14 Q. So when you got this death certificate did

15 you go about the steps necessary to file a claim for

16 survivor benefits?

17 Yes .A.

18 And you were following the advice of someoneQ.

19 at the Protective --

20 A. Reno Police Protective Association sent out a

21 representative with, X believe it's called a C4 form.

22 And , again , Your Honor , I'd like to approachQ-

23 the witness, and I'll be referring to the C4, which

24 appears in Exhibit 6 at Page 120.

25 THE COURT: Thank you.
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1 Q. Again, for the record, I've got highlights on

2 this. Ms. Demaranville , can you identify that

3 document?

4 This is a copy of the C4 form that wasA. Yes .

5 brought out to me by the representative from Reno

6 Police Protective Association.

7 There' s a heavy bolded line about halfwayQ.

8 through that document. And above that is handwritten,

9 handwriting in the blank form, and below there' s

10 handwriting. That handwriting above that heavy line,

11 the top half, is that your handwriting?

12 Only where it says massive heart attack afterA.

13 surgery .

14 Somebody else filled that out?Q.

15 Reno Police Protective Association.A. Yes .

16 Q. A particular individual, do you know?

17 His name is Jerry Bowden. That's theA.

18 representative .

19 But right above that heavy line is aQ.

20 signature and a date, 9/5/2012. Is that your

21 signature?

22 A. Yes, it is.

23 Q. So was that document, the top part of it,

24 complete when you signed it?

25 A. Yes.
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i Was the bottom part of it complete when youQ.

2 signed it?

3 A. No.

4 Did you take that document to Dr. Gomez toQ.

5 complete?

6 Not until almost a year later.A.

7 And why almost a year later?Q.

It sat at CCMSI after they requested — CCMSI8 A.

9 requested a death certificate, marriage certificate,

and the C4 form, which I submitted to them, and then10

11 back and forth with mora documents .

12 So you did file a claim — it' s yourQ.

understanding a claim was filed on your behalf with13

14 CCMSI, correct?

15 A. Yes.

And there was a long period of time while16 Q.

17 CCMSI investigated the claim?

18 A. Exactly.

19 But ultimately you didn't go see Dr. GomezQ.

20 with the C4 to get his signature until August of the

21 next year?

22 A. Yes.

When you secured the doctor's signature, did23 Q.

24 you see him write what appears on the bottom half of

25 that C4 document?
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I I didn't see him personally.A.

2 So what happened to that claim that was filedQ-

3 on your behalf with CCMSI and the City of Reno?

4 After about 10 months I finally got a letterA.

5 from CCMSI — CCMSI denying the claim. I contacted

6 RPPA, and they put me in touch with Leslie Bell. I met

7 with Leslie and it was determined that the claim should

8 be filed with Icon.

9 Q. Who is Leslie Bell?

10 Leslie Bell is the representative for RPPA.A

11 Reno Police ProtectiveQ

12 Reno Police Protective Association.A

So she is someone else that helped you with13 Q

14 your claim, correct?

15 A. Yes.

16 So she is someone else that helped you withQ.

17 your claim, correct?

18 A. Yes.

Then at some point was there a decision made19 Q.

20 that you' d file also against the employer' s insurance

21 company?

22 Yes .A.

23 Q. And why was that? Why did you file your

24 claim again?
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1 Because it was determined that they were theA.

2 insurer .

3 Someone gave you the advice 	Q-

4 Yes .A.

5 -- you could file against them also?Q.

6 A. Yes.

7 And once you got that advice, did youQ.

8 promptly file?

9 Yes , we did .A.

10 What happened to that claim?Q.

11 Immediately filed with Icon, the employer's,A.

12 and the claim was denied, and we went we went to the

13 hearing officer and it was reversed. And then an appeal

14 was filed.

15 And you have appealed your claim denial toQ.

16 the appeals officer here today?

17 Yes .A.

18 And what is it that you're asking the appealsQ-

19 officer for?

20 Widow' s benefits .A.

21 Q. As a result of the death

22 A. Yes.

23 — of Dan Demaranville?Q.

24 A. Yes.
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1 MR. BEAVERS: That's all the questions I have

2 of this witness at this time .

3 THE COURT: Mr. Rowe.

4 MR. ROWE: Thank you.

5 CROSS EXAMINATION BY MR. ROWE:

6 Q. Ms. Demaranville, I have a couple of

7 questions. As I understand it, the referral to Dr.

8 Gomez was from Dr. Gray for treatment of the issues

9 related to the gallbladder. Correct?

10 A. Yes.

11 Q. And it' a also my understanding from the

12 records that Dr. Gomez had some testing done prior to

13 the surgery. Did he not?

14 A. Yes.

15 And further, it was my understanding that Dr.Q-

16 Gomez didn' t find any concerns or issues with going

17 forward on the surgery as a result of that testing. Is

18 that correct?

19 A. yes.

20 And I would assume then that Dr. Gomez didQ-

21 not inform you that your husband had any kind of heart

22 issues or heart problems prior to the point of surgery.

23 Correct?

24 A. No , he didn ' t .
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i Q. Okay. It's also true, Is it not, that Dr.

2 Gomez did not provide any treatment or any kind of

3 recommendations with respect to any potential heart

4 disease. Correct?

5 A. No.

6 To the best of your knowledge, has Dr. GomezQ.

7 ever reviewed any of the medical records related to

your husband' s medical care prior to the point in time8

9 you did the surgery?

10 I don' t know.A.

Q, Okay. Do you know of your own personal11

knowledge whether Dr. Gomez has ever reviewed any12

records following the surgery?13

14 A. I don' t know.

That' s all the questions I15 MR . ROWE : Okay .

16 have . Thank you .

17 THE COURT: Mr. Sertic?

MR. SERTIC: I don't have any questions.18

THE COURT: Okay. Anything — any follow up,19

20 Mr. Beavers?

21 MR. BEAVERS: No.

22 THE COURT: Okay. Thank you, Mrs.

23 And you can go ahead and take your seat.Demaranville .

24 Thank you.
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1 Okay. I don't think there are any other

2 witnesses . We have a lot of medical evidence that' s

3 been filed. So closing arguments. Mr. Beavers.

4 MR . BEAVERS : I think the testimony and the

5 documents will show that Dan Demaranville started

6 employment with the City of Reno Police Department in

7 August of 1969, and he retired in January of 1990.

8 He died August 5, 2012, and at the date of

9 death Laura Demaranville was his surviving spouse. And

10 she' s here this afternoon to seek survivor benefits on

11 the basis that Dan died of heart disease. And Nevada' s

heart/lung statutes, as I said in the opening, allow12

13 the conclusive presumption that that disease arose out

14 of and in the course of employment.

15 Your Honor, NRS 617.457 creates that

16 conclusive presumption for police officers if they' re

17 employed continuously for five years and if the police

18 officer submitted to physical exams annually and

19 corrected any predisposing conditions when ordered to

20 do so in writing.

21 I would argue , Your Honor , that there ' s

22 nothing in the record that indicates that Dan was ever

23 ordered to annual exams that he did not take, and I

24 find nothing that can — well, it's argument. I don' t
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i find anything in the record, nothing' a been presented

2 to indicate that he refused to take any exams .

3 And it was clear that he was employed

4 continuously, salaried position, for more than five

5 years .

6 In ay mind, Your Honor, he satisfies the

7 conclusive presumption in 457 but only if he died of

You listen to the testimony of the8 heart disease.

9 surviving spouse. She was not aware of any heart

She10 disease issues prior to his gallbladder surgery.

It wasn't aware of any problems with his annual exams.

I would direct your attention to what' s been12

admitted as Exhibit 4, which is a compilation of13

documents taken from — the City of Reno provided the14

personnel file, and I think counsel have been through15

16 the personnel records, and I think this is Icon' 3

compilation of what appears in that record regarding17

18 examinations .

19 And in that exhibit you' 11 see reference to

the fact that the examining physician who' s treating20

him annually tells him to quit smoking and notes that21

he drinks, but doesn't necessarily give any written22

recommendations for cures he should take for any heart23

24 condition .
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1 NRS 617359, Your Honor, would entitle Laura

2 Demaranville, as a surviving spouse, to receive

3 compensation by establishing with a preponderance of

4 the evidence that Dan' s heart disease arose out of and

5 in the course of employment.

So if you take those two statutes in tandem,6

7 Your Honor, 358 and 457, the surviving spouse can only

achieve the objective of receiving benefits if she8

9 proves that the heart disease was caused — that his

10 death was caused by the heart disease with a

11 And I'm here to arguepreponderance of the evidence.

this afternoon that she has met that burden of proof.12

13 616c505 sets out her benefits, that she's

entitled to the burial expense, not to exceed $10,000,14

the cost of transporting the remains, and 66 and 2/3 of15

16 Dan's average monthly wage for the rest of her life.

17 So as I stated in opening, Your Honor, we

Has Laura Demaranville shown by a18 have three issues.

preponderance of the evidence that Dan did indeed die19

of heart disease? If so, what is the date of20

disability for calculating the benefits due her? And21

that remaining issue raised by Icon earlier, whether or22

23 not there was a late filing of the claim.

24 I'll address the late filing issue first,

25 Judge .
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i The surviving spouse' s testimony is that she

2 filed initially on the advice of others against the

City of Reno, and that claim was handled by its third-3

4 party administrator, CCMSI. It was reviewed at length.

It took an extended5 It was investigated at length.

6 period of time. She testified 10 months.

But only after that long process had started7

and was nearly concluded was she told by the third8

9 party that she needed to maybe file against the insurer

10 The City of Reno wasat the time of Dan's retirement.

insured at the date of Dan's retirement, whereas11

So that' s what prompted her12 they're self-insured now.

13 to file against Icon at that time.

If indeed — well, 616c020 would require the14

filing of that claim for benefits within one year of15

If indeed she was outside of that16 the date of death.

one year filing at the time, 616c. 025 allows about the17

It allows18 only excuse in the statutes for claimants .

an excuse for late filing of a claim based upon mistake19

20 or ignorance of fact or law.

21 And I would submit to Your Honor that this

widow did not — should not be held to the standard of22

identifying which one of these two insurers might23

24 ultimately be responsible given the fact that the City

of Reno was self- insured for one period of time and25
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1 worker's comp coverage for another period. Whatever

that -- wherever that liability should ultimately end2

3 up, she should be excused for the late filing against

4 the second insurer.

As to the issue of the date of disability for5

6 calculating benefits, Tour Honor, I'd direct your

7 attention to two cases that support using Dan' s average

8 monthly wage received at the date of his death as

9 opposed to the date of retirement.

10 The first one is Mirage v. Nevada Department

I cite it for the11 of Administration at 110 Nevada 257 .

proposition that the employee is eligible for benefits12

when the employee is no longer able to continue working13

due to the occupational disease. Taken in conjunction14

15 with the case of Howard v. City of Las Vegas at 121

16 Nevada 691, where our Supreme Court found that a

17 firefighter' s date of disability is the date that the

18 fire -- of that particular firefighter's heart attack.

19 Those two cases, I think, Tour Honor, lend

20 support to the widow' s claim here that the date of

21 disability was the date of Dan's heart attack, which

22 coincided with the date of Dan's death.

23 I direct your attention to Nevada

24 Administrative Code 616.441, earnings on the date the
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1 employee Is no longer able to work is to be used for

2 calculating the average monthly wage.

3 So I turn next and finally to the key issue

4 of whether or not the claimant has shown by a

5 preponderance of the evidence that Dan Demaranville did

6 indeed die of heart disease.

7 The argument I think that was presented below

8 by one of the insurers i3 compelling. That just

9 because the heart stopped doesn' t mean the heart

10 stopped of heart disease. That may very well be true,

11 but there is a preponderance of the evidence to show

12 that this man did indeed die of heart disease .

13 Let' s review the opinions of the experts that

14 we have, Judge, and I will try to cite to your record

15 the best I can as I go through these.

16 The first one is the death certificate that

17 the witness reviewed, and I think we have identified

18 that in Exhibit Number 6 at Page 120 .

19 Nobody would have been more intimately

20 familiar with this patient than Dr. Gomez. Dr . Gomez

21 evaluated before surgery. Dr. Gomez was with him in

22 Dr. Gomez, when ha came out of surgery, wentsurgery .

23 to Laura and said he came out of surgery in fine shape.
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I The reason I point that out, Judge, is there

2 was a period of time between when the man left surgery

3 and the time of his death.

4 Dr. Gomez was present through all of those,

5 and he signs this death certificate with that knowledge

6 in mind.

7 Judge, referring to that exhibit, he shows

8 that the date of death, if we can take his signature as

9 authentic, which I believe we can — you can probably

10 take judicial notice that these are indeed the

11 That if Dan died on August 5,statements of Dr . Gomez .

12 2012, the date Dr. Gomez signed this was just two days

13 later, when it would have still been fresh in his mind.

14 He didn't need to review any medical records. He was

15 He created the medical record.present .

Look, Your Honor, at the cause of death.16

17 Nevada Administrative Code 441.65 says on that first

18 line whoever completes the death certificate is to show

19 the primary cause. On the second and third line, any

20 underlying cause of death.

21 Dr. Gomez testifies in his death certificate

22 that Dan died of cardiac arrest and the underlying

23 cause of death was arteriosclerotic heart disease.

24 Your Honor, that's the first testament as to

25 what this man died of. That' s the first evidence that
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2

1 heart disease was what resulted in his — how Dan

2 Demaranville came to die.

3 The reason I point it out that Dr. Gomez was

4 intimately familiar with the decedent when he signed

5 this statement is because that death certificate then

6 gets reviewed, analyzed, and opinions given by lots of

7 medical doctors.

8 I direct your attention next to the opinion

9 That appears, Your Honor, in Exhibit 1of Dr. Betts.

10 Now, Dr. Betts, as I understand it, wasat page 52 .

11 asked to give a record review in this case when it was

12 It' s entitled afirst being investigated by CCMSI.

13 chart review.

14 But if you go to the second page of Dr.

15 Betts' report, he states clearly in his report no pre-

16 operative medical records are presented for review.

17 You really have nothing more, I'm presuming, than those

18 records that came out of that surgery and the post-

19 operative procedures in the recovery room that failed

20 to save the man's life.

21 When asked the question based on the limited

22 medical records enclosed in this letter, "Are you able

23 to determine the actual cause of death?" No, says Dr.

24 Betts . What' s the probability that the death was
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1 caused by heart disease? The probability is high, says

2 Dr. Betts, that Mr. Demaranville died of heart disease.

3 Third question, what's the probability his

4 death was caused by something other than heart disease?

5 Dr. Betts says, well, that differential diagnosis may

6 include pulmonary embolism and anesthesia-related

7 complications. However, these are much less likely

8 than heart disease.

Fourth question. Because Mr. Demaranville9

10 had no history of arteriosclerotic heart disease,

that' s an assumption that the author makes in asking11

the question that Dr. Betts answers with. Nearly every12

13 one develops arteriosclerotic heart disease to one

14 degree or another, and the first sign of significant

15 arteriosclerotic heart disease is a myocardial

16 Sometimes this is massive and fatal .infarction.

17 In the case of Mr. Demaranville, considering

18 his age and the sudden onset of cardiac insufficiency,

19 it is most likely he suffered a significant myocardial

20 infarction .

21 Question number five. Would an opinion from

a cardiologist be helpful? Yes, and I would start with22

23 He was present at the time of theFrank Carrea.

24 attempted resuscitation.
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1 Six. With the limited information here, are

2 you able to determine if cardiac arrest was caused by

3 some form of heart disease? Not with certainty.

4 Absent an autopsy, which we don't have, a definitive

5 conclusion may not be possible .

6 He wasn't asked, Your Honor, medical

7 probability, reasonable medical probability and

8 preponderance of the evidence. He says, not with

9 certainty. A review of the entire medical record, and

10 he didn' t have any pre-operativs record, around the

11 patient' s pre-operativa evaluation and course during

12 surgery procedure may be helpful in clarifying the

13 cause of death.

14 In other words, he doesn't conclusively

15 presume what the cause of death is, but he certainly

16 doesn' t disagree with the idea that it could have been

17 heart disease.

18 Next, Your Honor, you have the medical

19 opinion of Dr. Hemaraj , and that is found in your

20 record at Exhibit Number 2, page 28. And I believe

21 this is a record review request by Icon. And I direct

22 your attention to page 4 of that document, which

23 appears at page 31 of Exhibit 2 .

24 I ' ve been asked toHere are the questions.

25 determine whether there was any evidence of heart
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1 And thisdisease prior to August 5, the date of death.

2 reviewing doctor says there' s no indication from the

3 available documentation of any specific heart disease

4 problem. There is mention as far back as November 2008

5 that the patient had a reported irregular EKG.

Second question. Was there any basis for the6

7 diagnosis of arteriosclerotic heart disease? Again,

8 that's the finding in the death certificate.

9 And this reviewing doctor, Hemaraj , says,

patient had some risk factors prior to surgery that10

11 could have led to arteriosclerotic heart disease.

12 These risk factors could have predisposed the patient

13 to an arteriosclerotic condition.

14 That' s important because this idea that if

15 there' s no solid proof that he was being treated for

16 heart disease prior to that gallbladder surgery, there

17 was indeed risk factors . That shows up in a later

18 evaluation, later opinion.

19 Third question asked of Dr. Hemaraj , was the

20 myocardial infarction due to arteriosclerotic heart

21 disease, or was this most likely a post-op

22 complication?

23 Well, that would solve everything, if we

24 could blame it on something that happened in the

25 surgery or immediately after the surgery. And this
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1 doctor says, "It appears the patient had some risk

2 factors that would have led to arteriosclerotic heart

3 disease and would most likely not have been due to some

4 post-operative complication of gallbladder surgery."

5 The next opinion that has been offered into

6 evidence is the opinion of Dr. Ali, and that appears in

7 Exhibit Number 2 at page 33 .

8 Beginning on page 35, the doctor is asked

9 particular questions . Was there any evidence of heart

10 disease prior to August 5, 2012? The doctor opines,

11 "There was evidence of cardiovascular disease,

12 hypertension, right bundle branch block, mild left

13 ventricular hypertrophy. There is no evidence in the

14 records provided of coronary artery disease or coronary

15 heart disease, but there is documentation of

16 arteriosclerotic heart disease prior to August 5,

17 2012."

IS Second question, was there any basis for the

19 diagnosis of arteriosclerotic heart disease as noted in

20 the death certificate? Dr. Ali responds, "This

21 reviewer is unable to find any documentation in the

22 records that would support that diagnosis . "

23 Doesn' t say whether there is or isn' t a

24 basis, just that this doctor doesn' t find it in these

25 records .
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1 Question number 3, was the myocardial

2 infarction due to arteriosclerotic heart disease, or

3 was this most likely a post-op complication? Again,

4 that would certainly resolve the issue. But this

5 doctor says there' s no evidence of myocardial

6 infarction, particularly since cardiac enzymes were not

7 drawn. I'll refer you back to this later also, this

8 notion that because there were no cardiac enzymes drawn

9 there's no evidence of infarction.

10 Thus it appears most likely that the cardiac

II arrest was a post-operative complication . In other

12 words, by default, he can't come up with another

13 excuse ,

14 Now, Your Honor, we come to the opinion of

15 Dr. Ruggeroli, and this was the doctor Dr .

16 Ruggeroli' s first opinion, because he gave two of them,

17 appears as Exhibit 7 .

18 I should note for the record, Your Honor,

19 that I posed Dr. Ruggeroli particular questions that

20 can be found — my letter to the doctor can be found at

21 pages 3 , 4 , and 5 of Exhibit 7 .

22 And in response to my question, "Have you

23 reviewed the records provided with this letter?" He

24 says, "Yes , all available records were reviewed." Your

25 Honor, that is claimant's first exhibit. It's a
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complete compilation, as best as we can tell, of the1

2 records between 1999 and the time of death. That' s

3 exactly what this doctor reviewed, and he says yes, I

4 reviewed it.

What's your diagnosis of the condition of Mr.5

6 Demaranvilla' s heart at the time of his death?

7 Coronary artery disease says this cardiologist.

Was the condition of his heart identified in8

9 your response above the result of heart disease? Yes .

10 What was the cause of death? Cardiac arrest

11 due to pulseless electrical activity due to — and I'm

12 gonna use his abbreviation, but we can presume it's

13 coronary artery disease, due to ASCVD. I would argue

14 to Your Honor that he' s making reference to

arteriosclerotic cardiovascular disease, although the15

16 witness isn't here to testify.

But Dr. Ruggeroli gives us more than that.17

18 He gives his own report, not just responses to

19 questions, and that's found in pages 1 and 2 of that

20 same exhibit.

Page 1 he says, "Patient underwent elective21

22 "Cholesystemlaparascopic" — I practiced this, Judge.

23 — cholecystectomy. Can you do that, Your Honor?

24 THE COURT: Cholecystectomy.

25 MR. BEAVERS: Thank you.
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1 THE COURT : I know it's tough. It is.

I mean no offense to the2 MR. BEAVERS: It is.

3 record, but there

4 THE COURT: They're tongue —

5 MR. BEAVERS: — but I'll refer to it as a

6 gallbladder surgery.

7 That's good.THE COURT: There you go.

MR. BEAVERS: Patient arrived at the PACU, and8

9 I presume that means post-anesthesia area. Shortly

10 after arrival, noted to become hypotensive and

11 tachycardia. Examination at that point demonstrated no

pulse. Standard resuscitation protocol initiated. He12

13 was seen and evaluated by cardiology at that point.

He had a bedside echocardiogram involved that14

demonstrated no spontaneous left ventricular systolic15

motion . Extended resuscitation efforts . Declared the16

17 patient dead.

If you go to the next page, at the top of18

and this is where he gives his — the patient19 page 2,

had no documented history of antecedent symptomatic20

21 coronary artery disease. We concede that, Your Honor.

22 However, multiple cardiovascular risk factors, just as

these other doctors have identified, with a baseline23

He' s seeing the24 abnormal resting electrocardiogram.

25 same thing these other doctors have seen.
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1 The patient' s baseline electrocardiogram

demonstrated abnormalities. In my opinion, the patient2

3 had a catastrophic cardiovascular event secondary to

4 occult occlusive arteriosclerosis. In other words, a

5 hidden arteriosclerosis of the coronary arteries

6 leading to that pulseless electrical activity, leading

7 to his death on August 5, 2012.

That's Dr. Ruggeroli's opinion, which then8

9 gets delivered to Dr. Lagstein. And Dr. Lagstein' s

10 opinion is probably the most compelling for the

11 I believeAnd it appears in your record.insurers .

12 you've identified this one and marked this one as

13 Exhibit 5 .

14 The question posed to the doctor appear on

15 Page 2 — yeah, Page 4 of thePage 4 of the exhibit.

16 exhibit. I'm sorry.

17 The questions posed — no, I'm correct on

18 Page 2 of the exhibit, at the top of the page. Was

there any evidence of heart disease prior to August 5?19

20 Is there any evidence to support the diagnosis of

21 arteriosclerotic heart disease? Is there any evidence

22 to support the diagnosis of coronary artery disease by

23 Dr. Ruggeroli? Was the deceased's myocardial

24 infarction caused by arteriosclerotic heart disease?
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1 And the doctor answers those questions at

2 Page 7 of the exhibit.

3 Question number one. There was no clear

4 evidence of heart disease prior to August 5, 2012. The

5 EK6 revealed a right bundle branch block and a right

6 axis deviation, but this by itself is insufficient to

7 document underlying coronary artery disease. There's a

8 borderline left ventricular hypertrophy on the

9 echocardiogram reported on one stress test, but this

10 also is insufficient to diagnose the patient with

U underlying coronary heart disease.

12 In other words, the record's not clear that

13 he had heart disease prior to the time of the surgery.

14 The answer to number 2, again, the question

15 is , is there any evidence to support the diagnosis of

16 arteriosclerotic heart disease? There' s not enough

17 evidence says Or. Lagstein, to support a diagnosis of

18 arteriosclerotic heart disease as noted on the death

19 certificate.

20 This is critical, Judge. He says, "The

21 patient did not have an autopsy, and cardiac enzymes

22 were apparently not drawn. Therefore, there's not

23 enough information in evidence to support the

24 diagnosis .
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1 Question number three, "Is there any evidence

2 to support the diagnosis of coronary artery disease as

3 reported by Ruggeroli?"

4 "I do not feel thereDr. Lagstein's response,

5 is enough evidence to support Ruggeroli' s assertion

6 that the patient had occult occlusive arteriosclerotic

7 heart disease . "

8 He doesn ' t say there ' s no evidence . He

9 disagrees with the quantity of evidence.

10 Question number four, "Was Mr. Demaranville' s

11 myocardial infarction caused by arteriosclerotic heart

12 disease, coronary artery disease, or was it post-

13 operative complication?" Dr. Lagstein says there's no

14 evidence to support the evidence of a myocardial

15 infarction . In the absence of abnormal post-operative

16 EKG and post-operative cardiac enzymes, especially

17 troponin ones .

18 The death therefore is due to some post-

19 operative complication of unclear etiology. That' s not

20 definitive but he says it must be something else, some

21 etiology we don't know.

22 Clearly the aforementioned diagnostic test,

23 the aforementioned diagnostic test of the post-

24 operative EKG and post-operative cardiac enzymes ,

25 including troponin levels, the aforementioned
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i diagnostic tests with or without an autopsy would have

2 clarified this issue beyond a doubt.

3 He doesn' t see any diagnostic test for

4 cardiac enzymes, in this case troponin.

5 So that letter then goes back to Ruggeroli,

6 and Ruggeroli' s asked to give an opinion on Lagstein' s

7 analysis. And Ruggeroli gives you his second opinion,

8 Your Honor, in Exhibit Number 8.

9 I need to go out of order to show that at the

10 same time I wrote Dr. Ruggeroli providing him

11 Lagstein' s opinion, I also provided him in Exhibit 9

12 supplemental medical records, and — that may have been

13 left out of the records that he reviewed the first

14 time, and basically those are the records of Dr. Gomez

15 and Dr. Carrea taken at the time of after the

16 surgery and at the date of death.

17 So with Lagstein' s opinion and a complete

18 medical record, Ruggeroli says as follows:

19 "The patient arrived in the recovery room

20 with normal vital signs . " The widow testified to that.

21 The widow said that Gomez came out and told her the

22 patient was in good shape.

23 "However, afterwards he became hypotensive

24 and tachycardic. The only witness before you explained

25 that there was a long period of time before she was
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allowed in to see him, and he was still alive when she1

saw him, although he was starting to suffer a heart2

3 attack . "

Laboratory evaluation was performed. And if4

5 you want to see evidence of that, Your Honor, I direct

6 your attention to Exhibit Number 6, page 1 through 7.

7 This is the only handwritten medical record I can find

8 that I can actually read, because the nurse has good

9 handwriting skills . I hope they pay her well .

But in the middle of that Page 127 of Exhibit10

11 6, the nurse writes in her response, "At that point

12 Fluid bolus was continuedlaboratory work was sent.

13 and a vasopressor was started to support the decreased

14 Then X called Dr . Gomez . " And sheblood pressure.

15 ended up calling code.

16 The reason I point that out to you, Judge, is

17 I think what the nurse is making reference to when she

18 says the laboratory work was sent, compare that with

19 Dr. Ruggeroli'3 opinion where he says laboratory

20 evaluation was performed. Again, this is post-op.

21 This was remarkable for an elevated Troponin

22 of 0.32. I can't tell you the significance of that,

23 but I can tell you that this doctor read the complete

24 medical records, and he comes away with the idea that
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1 these lab work did result in proof of an elevated

2 Troponin level. This is his medical opinion.

3 This is consistent with myocardial necrosis,

4 This laboratory evaluation wasor heart: damage .

5 obtained at 3:35 p.m., long after he'd come in to the

6 post-op. The patient's condition was worsened with

7 worsening hypotension and increased tachycardic.

8 Ultimately the patient was diagnosed with

9 pulseless electric activity. Resuscitation was

10 heterminated at 7:30. Four hours before he was

11 died, they had done these laboratory evaluations of his

12 Troponin levels .

13 Again, Dr. Ruggeroli writes this after he has

14 Lagstein' s opinion, and he says, "In my opinion, the

15 patient had underlying occult occlusive coronary artery

16 disease. Cardiac Troponin drawn approximately four

17 hours prior to his death were elevated and consistent

18 with a cardiovascular cause of the patient's death.

19 He bases a lot of his opinion on these

20 Troponin levels that Dr . Lagstein says were never even

21 Indeed, Lagstein goes 30 far to say that iftested.

22 they were tested it would be conclusive even without an

23 autopsy.

24 I can't explain to you why Dr. Lagstein

25 didn't pick up on that. But I can tell you, Your
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I Honor, that Dr. Ruggeroli must have found it in the

2 record, and it's consistent with the nurse's report.

3 Lastly, I direct your attention to Dr.

4 Carrea' s opinion, Judge, and that is found in Exhibit 9

5 on page 15 .

6 Now, Dr. Carrea was the cardiologist that was

7 in post-op, and in the early record reviews Dr. Betts

8 and others say, "I can't say what was going on here.

9 We didn't have an autopsy. But the person to ask would

10 be Carrea . " Fine . I write Carrea .

11 And my letter to Carrea, Your Honor, is at

12 I said, "Do you have any medicalpage 13 of Exhibit 9.

13 records we could use, and if we sent you all the

14 medical records would you give us an opinion?" He

15 responded by giving me an opinion.

16 In the middle of page 15, middle paragraph,

there were no mentions of17 there were no mention

intra operative problems that would have suggested18

19 The echo findings at the timeactive cardiac issues .

20 of his attempted resuscitation of an akinetic left

21 ventricle are consistent with a cardiac etiology for

22 his death . This could possibly have arisen from

23 perioperative cardiac event, that is, around the time

24 of the operation .
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But, an akinetic left ventricle is the end1

2 result of many complications around the time of the

3 operation, and the unsuccessful resuscitation that

4 resulted in death.

5 Although I think it is likely — although I

6 think it is likely that he had occult cardiac issues

7 that became relevant and ultimately lethal, with the

8 current information at hand I don't think it's possible

9 to state with conviction or certainty that his death

10 resulted from a cardiac event.

11 Your Honor, if you take all of this together

12 what you have is Dr. Gomez, who knew the patient better

13 than anybody and who has correct information, says the

14 There' s no reason for himman died of heart disease.

15 to make it up.

16 If this was a botched operation by Dr. Gomez

17 and he was writing a death certificate to fit his

18 malpractice carrier's needs, there ' s no reason why Dr .

19 Carrea didn't opine on that or the anesthesiologist.

20 There' s no reason to believe that he' s not correct in

21 his diagnosis.

22 And when Ruggeroli gets that diagnosis he

23 says yes , if you look at the risk factors that' s highly

24 likely. And if you look at all the other experts, they

25 don't say conclusively that it couldn't have been this.
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Only Lagstein comes close to saying Ruggeroli got it1

wrong, but Lagstein doesn' t seem to be looking at the2

3 complete record .

4 Your Honor, our standard here is

5 preponderance of the evidence . I direct your attention

6 to the Seaman case at 109 Nevada 8, where the Supreme

7 Court said the claimant need only establish the

8 probability of a causal connection.

9 The McClanahan case, at 117 Nevada 928, where

10 the Supreme Court said in the context of 616c. 150,

11 preponderance of the evidence, means simply the greater

12 weight of evidence. This is a pretty low threshold

13 here , Judge . It isn't as conclusive as some of these

14 other experts are shying away from.

15 127 Nevada (inaudible) 45 is the Williams

16 case, and it's very instructive. It's not a worker's

17 But in that case. Justice Hardesty wrotecomp case.

18 the opinion for the Court. It actually was a unanimous

19 court.

20 And it comes out of those endoscopy cases out

21 of Las Vegas, and there were issues about medical

22 opinion .

23 Justice Hardesty in that case says, "Once the

24 Plaintiff demonstrates a prima facie case and has met

25 her burden, the defense can traverse the Plaintiff's
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1 Either cross-examine thecase in three ways .

2 plaintiff' s expert" -- did not happen hare —

3 "contradict the plaintiff s expert with the defense own

4 expert, and/or propose an independent alternative

5 causation theory."

6 Your Honor, it's not clear which path the

7 insurer's experts took, but there's nothing that

conclusively refutes Dr. Gomez and Dr. Ruggeroli's8

9 determination of the cause of death.

10 Laura Demaranville has met the preponderance

11 of evidence. Nobody has offered convincingly an

12 independent alternative causation theory. Nobody has

13 contradicted Dr. Ruggeroli or Dr. Gomez, and I ask that

14 you grant her the benefits she' s entitled to under the

15 Nevada Industrial Insurance Act. Thank you.

16 THE COURT : Thank you . Mr . Rowe .

17 I really --MR . ROWE : Thank you , Your Honor .

18 there's, I guess, three points I'd want to make in

19 terms of the argument from the City of Reno' s

20 perspective as the self-insured employer and the for me

21 — I'll call it the former employer of the claimant.

22 But I want to start with the causation issue.

23 I'm gonna let Mark deal with the details of the

24 causation issue from the insurer's perspective, but I

25 want to make a couple of points about this. IJust
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1 would call it from a 10,000 foot level or a common-

2 sense perspective. And the comments are this. You've

3 got a number of opinions , but you have four opinions

4 from cardiologists.

5 And I would suggest to you that the opinions

6 of the cardiologists should be the opinions that carry

7 weight in this case, because they're the ones directly

8 addressing the issue.

9 The other physicians, I'm not sure, are

10 particularly qualified to address the issue, and I take

II exception to the argument that Dr . Gomez is in a good

12 position to determine cause of death here. Dr . Gomez

13 saw the claimant once four days before the surgery, and

14 then again at the time of surgery.

15 Dr. Gomez did not review any of the records,

16 didn't know what the claimant's history was, had

17 absolutely no evidence that the claimant had

18 arteriosclerotic heart disease, and yet goes so far as

19 to write on the death certificate that it' s a

20 contributing cause of death.

21 And I would suggest to you, Your Honor, not

22 only did he not have any records to suggest that;

23 there' s just no evidence to suggest that this claimant

24 had any kind of heart disease at any point in this
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So I don't think Dr. Gomez's opinion in this1 process .

2 case should carry much weight.

3 THE COURT : Can I just stop you before you get

4 going?

5 MR. ROWE: Yeah.

THE COURT: Who are the four cardiologists?6

MR. ROWE: Dr. Ali, Dr. Lagstein, Dr. Regerio,7

8 or Ruggeroli, sorry, and Dr. Carrea.

9 THE COURT: Okay. Dr. Ali?

10 MR. ROWE: Dr. Ali was one of the physicians

11 Dr . Ali' sthat Icon used in its initial analysis.

12 opinion is on 	

13 I see it.THE COURT: Yeah, I see it.

14 MR. ROWE: -- On page 36.

15 THE COURT: I knew that Pemeraju was not.

MR. ROWE: Yeah. Pemeraju was not, but Dr. Ali16

17 was.

18 THE COURT: Okay. All right.

19 MR . ROWE : Okay?

20 THE COURT: Yes.

21 MR. ROWE: So the four cardiology opinions are

22 Ali, Lagstein, Ruggeroli and Carrea.

23 And in trying to — just in summarization,

24 the way I read these reports, I think Dr. Ali has come

25 to the conclusion there's insufficient evidence to
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establish that the claimant died of a myocardial1

2 infarction.

3 Dr. Lagstein says you can't tell. They —

4 there's this issue of the Troponin levels, and I'll

5 address that briefly, in just a moment.

6 But Ali, Lagstein and Carrea all say, we

7 don' t have enough evidence to determine what the actual

8 cause of death is . The only cardiologist that says, "I

9 know what the cause of death was , " is Ruggeroli .

10 And so how do we go about determining which

11 of these cardiologists is correct in that? And I would

12 suggest to you, Your Honor, what we do is we look for

13 actual evidence to support that conclusion in the

14 record .

15 And what you do when you look in the record

16 for evidence of arteriosclerotic heart disease, is you

17 come up with zero. There's no evidence that Mr.

18 Demaranville had arteriosclerotic heart disease, and

19 there' s no evidence he had any symptoms whatsoever of

20 heart disease.

21 So I'm gonna suggest to you that that opinion

22 is speculative, unless you've got something to really

23 back it up. What Dr. Ruggeroli bases most of hi3

24 opinion on is the Troponin results that were done in
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1 the labs that were taken about 3 : 30 in the afternoon of

2 the day he died.

3 Now, the actual labs, and Mr. Beavers didn't

4 point these out specifically, but they're on page 10

5 and 11 of Exhibit Number 1

6 THE COURT: Exhibit 9? Oh, okay.

7 MR. ROWE: And they do suggest that the

8 specimen that was taken at 3:30 shows an elevated

9 Troponin level, but it's not a highly elevated Troponin

10 level, and I would suggest to you, Your Honor, that the

11 records that Mr. Beavers pointed out earlier of the

12 nurse' s note are important in this regard. And those

13 They're Exhibit 6,nurse's notes are in two places.

14 Page 127, and they're Exhibit 2, Page 23.

15 And what those nurse' s notes say that is

16 important in that regard — sorry. Let me get to it.

17 Let me get Exhibit 6. Sorry.

18 THE COURT: Page 23 is the anesthesia records.

19 MR. ROWE: Yeah, I'm sorry, I got the wrong

20 It's Exhibit 6, Page 127 is where thereference there .

21 note is . And the part of the note that I want to refer

22 to is the beginning. It says, "Shortly after arriving

23 in the PACU the recovery room nurse reported that the

24 patient became hypotensive and tachycardia . "
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1 So, shortly after getting to the recovery

2 room they note he's hypotensive and tachycardic. And

3 I'm sure you know from your medical background that

4 Troponin levels can be caused --or Troponin levels are

5 evidence of damage to the heart, not necessarily a

6 myocardial infarction . Lots of things can cause

7 elevated Troponin levels, like tachycardic.

8 So, the fact that Dr. Ruggeroli seizes on the

9 high Troponin level I think is a bit of a red herring

10 in this case, because there are indications that he had

11 things going on that could have caused the elevated

12 Troponin level.

13 And again, if you look at what Dr. Carrea and

14 the other cardiologists do here is they look at this

15 and say, "Look. We're just — we're just not sure. We

16 don' t have enough evidence absent basically an

17 autopsy . "

18 And I think that is the most reasonable

19 opinion in this case. That' s the most reasonable

20 conclusion, given the available evidence that we do

21 have .

22 Shifting gears, Your Honor, I want to shift

23 to the issue of who's the responsible insurer in this

24 case .
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I As indicated, Mr. Demaranville retired from

2 the RPD in 1990. At that point in time, Icon was the

3 insuring entity for the City of Reno.

4 I think that the Daniels case, Employer's

5 Insurance Company versus Daniels, at 122 Nevada 1009,

6 at 145 Pacific 3rd 1024, tells us how you resolve the

7 issue of which insurer is responsible. It applies to

8 the last injurious exposure rule for the point of

9 determining which insurer is responsible in a heart

10 case, where you have multiple insurers that could be

11 responsible .

12 And what the court says is , since a causal

13 relationship between firefighting and heart disease —

14 and of course , in this case we' re talking about police

15 work, not firefighters — and heart disease is

16 conclusively presumed if the firefighter's presumption

17 criteria are met.

18 So the key point here is that the five-year -

19 - employment for five continuous, uninterrupted years

20 is the criterion event. The employer closest in

21 temporal proximity to the disabling event and to whom

22 presumption applies bears the burden of paying the

23 disabled compensation.

24 The insurer in this case that has the most

25 temporal relationship to the date of disability, if we
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presume that's the date of death in this case, would be

2 Icon, because Mr. Demaranville was not employed with

3 the City of Reno at any point in time that it was self-

4 insured.

5 So if we' re looking at the responsible

6 insurers, the City of Reno as a self-insured employer

7 was never qualified — was not a qualified employer

8 because Mr. Demaranville did not work at any point in

9 time for that entity, i.e., the self-insured City of

10 Reno, for any length of time, let alone the five years

11 continuous uninterrupted work.

12 So, the insurer that has the most temporal

13 relationship, who does qualify, would have been Icon.

14 So it' s our position that Icon is the responsible

15 insurer if, in fact, there is enough evidence to prove

16 the actual causation relationship here, which we do not

17 believe is the case.

18 I ' 11 let Mark go forward onAnd with that,

19 his argument particularly with respect to causation.

20 THE COURT: Mr. Sertic.

21 MR. SERTIC: Thank you, Your Honor.

22 Mr. Rowe is correct, there is no evidence in

23 this case that the claimant had arteriosclerotic heart

24 disease, which I might refer to from now on as just

25 heart disease to make it a bit easier.
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i Cardiac arrest, the heart stopped, does not

2 equate necessarily with heart disease. It could be

3 caused by heart disease, but a cardiac arrest can also

4 be caused by a lot of other reasons that have nothing

to do with heart disease, including complications from5

6 surgery .

7 I don' t think it' s material to theNow,

8 outcome of the case, but we really should clear up a --

9 an assertion that's been made that the claimants, or

10 Mr. Demaranville' s problems didn't occur until some

11 time after surgery. The evidence is they occurred

12 immediately after surgery, shortly is the word, as soon

13 as he got to the recovery room.

14 let ma find theAnd that' s at I have it

15 exhibit . Exhibit 2, Page 27, are those nurse's notes,

16 and it starts out shortly after arriving in the PACU

17 the recovery room nurse reported the patient became

18 hypotensive and tachycardic .

19 And Dr . Ruggeroli , in Exhibit 7 , Page 1 ,

20 confirms that. He says, shortly after arrival noted to

21 become hypotensive and tachycardic. And then standard

22 cardiopulmonary resuscitation protocol initiated.

23 So ha' s telling us they started CPR almost

24 immediately.
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1 THE COURT: But CPR started clearly in the

2 records at 19:08, 7:08 in the evening.

3 MR. SERTIC: Okay.

4 THE COURT: I mean, that's clear there's a —

5 there' 3 a resuscitation document here.

6 MR. SERTIC: All right.

7 THE COURT: So, you know, it's tough to —

8 it' 3 tough to make all of this come together really ,

9 but.

10 MR. SERTIC: Well, I'll stand corrected. I

11 would have missed that.

12 THE COURT: He died at 19:18, and they — they

13 And I can find the recordstarted CPR at 19:08.

14 probably, but. I just saw it.

15 SERTIC : Well , you don ' t need to .MR.

16 THE COURT: Okay.

17 MR. SERTIC: Ruggeroli apparently had that

18 wrong , then .

19 THE COURT: Teah.

20 MR. SERTIC: But we do know surgery ended at

21 at least 1:32 because in Exhibit 1, Page 6, is the

22 And it' s stamped on Page 6 at 1 : 32 ,operative report.

23 and on the next page, Page 7, it's dictated at 1:32.

24 THE COURT: I mean, you know, it's just if you

25 look at the nurse' s note at 127 it' s clear that she' s
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1 doing it after the fact, and 30 it's hard to tell when

2 certain things happened, but you can tell that there

3 was a continuing process of trying to bring hi3 blood

4 pressure up for some period of time .

5 MR. SERTIC: By soma methods.

6 THE COURT: Until, it looks like, 19:10, when

7 she, this particular nurse, was brought to the bedside.

8 Actually --

9 MR. SERTIC: This nurse, actually.

10 I'm not sure this was theTHE COURT:

11 nurse, since she intubated the patient, but possibly.

12 MR. SERTIC: Well, whoever wrote this

13 THE COURT: They were already doing CPR at

14 that point.

15 MR. SERTIC: Right.

16 THE COURT: Yeah.

17 MR. SERTIC: And whoever wrote thi3 shows up

18 at, I think it's 18:10, is what it looks like.

19 THE COURT: Yeah, I think that's

20 MR. SERTIC: 6:10, and so she's writing from

21 reports from others.

22 She wrote it at 19:30, yeah.THE COURT:

23 MR. SERTIC: Right. But then, right about

24 mid-way it says, "I was called to the patient's bedside

25 at" which looks like 18:10.
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1 THE COURT: I think it's 19:10. Because the

2 patient was in full arrest at that time.

3 So 7 , so she' 3 evenMR. SERTIC: All right.

4 later, but

5 THE COURT: I just — you know, I just —

6 MR. SERTIC: Again —

7 THE COURT: You know, something was going on

8 pretty much all afternoon.

9 MR. ROWE : Your Honor, for what it's worth,

10 this is identified as an anesthesiology note.

It THE COURT: yes.

12 MR. ROWE: It may be the anesthesiologist.

13 THE COURT: I think it's the anesthesiologist,

14 yeah. Who was there at the time.

15 MR. BEAVERS: We all thought it was the nurse

16 because you could actually read it.

17 THE COURT: Because the handwriting is

18 legible . So anyway , go ahead . I didn ' t mean to

19 interrupt you.

20 MR. SERTIC: So, we then have the doctor's

21 reports to look at. And Icon sent off a request to

22 Prium, which is the company they use sometimes for

23 those reports, and the first report they got was from

24 Dr. Pemeraju, that's at Exhibit 3, pages 13 to 17. And

25 when they did it, they note that rather than a
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1 cardiologist, which is maybe the kind of person you

2 want to do this, that doctor is a doctor of physical

3 medicine and rehabilitation.

4 THE COURT: Uh-huh .

5 MR. SERTIC: And so they then immediately sent

6 out a request again for an actual cardiologist, and

7 then they get Or. Ali to review it, who's board

8 certified in cardiovascular disease and nuclear

9 cardiology . And that report is at Exhibit 3 , Pages 9

10 to 12.

11 And ha finds, or 3he finds, that there's no

12 evidence of coronary artery disease, coronary heart

13 disease, ischemic heart disease, or arteriosclerotic

14 heart disease .

15 On Page 12, the doctor specifically says that

16 there' s no evidence to support the diagnosis on the

17 death certificate of arteriosclerotic heart disease and

18 there' s no evidence of a myocardial infarction as

19 stated on the C4 .

20 Now, the doctor bases that on — and it' s my

21 understanding, I digress a bit, from doing research in

22 the last few days, that there is a difference between a

23 - in medical literature, between a cardiac arrest and

24 a myocardial infarction. As I read the reports, they

25 start a myocardial infarction is basically a cardiac
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1 arrest, but one that's caused by ischemia or restricted

2 blood flow or an occlusive problem.

3 THE COURT: I think you're absolutely correct.

4 A myocardial infarction is a heart attack, where you've

and I think5 got ischemia, or dead — it' s an actual

6 And a cardiac arrest canthat an MI is heart disease.

7 happen for any number —I think that's what you're

8 getting at.

9 MR. SERTIC: Yes. That was my understanding.

10 THE COURT: Okay.

11 MR. SERTIC: So, this doctor says there's no

12 evidence of myocardial infarction. Mow, bases that on

13 the understanding that no cardiac enzymes were drawn,

14 and they got that wrong. They were drawn. But also,

15 contrary to the argument that you heard earlier, that

16 wasn't the conclusive one, with both this doctor and

17 then Dr . Lagstein . There' s also no EKG taken and no

1 8 autopsy taken .

19 So it's three things they wanted to see, and

20 the enzymes clearly were drawn, and, as Mr. Rowe

21 pointed out, again, my understanding by reading the

22 literature, the high, or the elevated troponin levels

23 simply show muscle damage, heart damage, which could be

24 caused by any number of things, including the

25 tachycardic .
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1 But that doesn't get you -- muscle damage

2 doesn't get you the pre-existing heart disease. It

3 gets you heart muscle damage.

4 So Dr. Ali says most likely that cardiac

5 The claimantarrest was a post-operative complication.

6 relies heavily on Dr. Gomez both on the C4 and the

7 death certificate where he states that it was heart

8 disease was the cause of this, and, as MR. Rowe pointed

9 out, he has no evidence for making that assertion

10 whatsoever .

It The cardiologist attending at death, Dr.

12 Carrea, also doesn't really provide any help to the

13 claimant. At Exhibit 1, Pages 12 to 13, is his report.

14 And he concludes that the diagnosis is post-operative

15 hypotension and shock, possible cardiac etiology.

16 Well, first possibilities aren't sufficient

17 here, but cardiac etiology doesn't help us. We

18 understand his heart stopped. The issue is whether the

19 claimant can show that it stopped because of heart

20 disease .

21 And then we come to Dr. Betts, who's at Pages

22 it's in more than one spot. I'll refer to it in

23 Exhibit 3, Pages 27 to 29. Frankly, with all due

24 respect, Dr. Betts is all over the place in his

25 opinion . He clearly states on page 28 that he can' t
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1 determine the actual cause of death. First answer, no,

2 he can't determine it.

3 Then, in answer to number 6, skip down there,

4 he says he can' t determine with certainty if the

5 cardiac arrest was caused by some form of heart

6 disease . He says, "You should ask a cardiologist."

7 Because, despite those answers, it does say

8 in number 2 that the probability is high that the

9 claimant died of heart disease. And in number 4 he

10 says ha most likely suffered a myocardial infarction.

11 But he has no evidence upon which to make those

12 statements, and frankly, Your Honor, given that he's

13 said yea and no multiple times in the same letter, I

14 don' t think anybody can rely on that either way, and so

15 his opinion should not be given much weight.

16 What he does say is, you should ask a

17 cardiologist, which is what Icon did by asking Dr.

18 Lagstein. And that's at Exhibit 4 — 5, excuse me.

19 Five . I'm gonna refer to Page 7.

20 In answer to question number 1 he says

21 there's no clear evidence of heart disease, even though

22 he notes that he had a right bundle branch block in the

23 past and underlying left ventricular hypertrophy.

24 He says those in and of themselves are

25 insufficient to document underlying coronary artery
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disease .1 In answer to number 2 , he says there ' s

2 insufficient evidence to support a diagnosis of

arteriosclerotic heart disease as stated in the death3

4 certificate.

he doesn' t see that5 Again, he doesn't know

6 enzymes were drawn, but it's, again, not completely

He also says there's no EKG, which is7 conclusive .

correct, and that' s something that would have been8

9 provided.

10 And then number 4 he says there isn' t

11 sufficient evidence to support a diagnosis , and

12 believes that the death is due to post-operative

13 complication of unclear etiology, and that goes to

14 another argument that's been raised.

15 It' s been at least implied that it' s our

16 responsibility to establish a cause of death or a cause

17 for the cardiac arrest. Under theThat's not correct.

18 statutes it's clearly the claimant's burden. And this

19 is an unfortunate case. The claimant clearly had a —

20 his heart stop, but it's their burden to show that it

21 was due to underlying heart disease, and the evidence

22 just doesn't support that in this case.

23 Again, in the interest of time, because the

24 hour's late. Dr. Lagstein, in answer to question

25 three, says there's insufficient evidence to support
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I Dr. Ruggeroli's assertion. And that' s frankly

2 unsurprising, since Ruggeroli provides no evidence to

3 support his conclusion that there was occult occlusive

4 arteriosclerotic heart disease.

5 His opinion, Dr. Ruggeroli's, who the

6 claimant mostly relies on, as I understand it, is at

7 Exhibit 7, both in answer to questions and in his

report that I cited earlier, and what he comes up with8

9 basically, he acknowledges that there is no document,

10 documented history of coronary artery disease, but

11 in his opinion Mr . Demaranvilla had occult heart

12 disease, hidden, without evidence.

13 Given that there' s no evidence of underlying

14 heart disease, it's frankly no wonder that he has to

But frankly, and15 rely on calling it occult or hidden.

16 with all due respect for him, he has no evidence to

17 make that assertion. It' s absolute complete

18 speculation .

19 And the claimant then has Dr. Ruggeroli

20 respond to Dr. Lagstein's comments, and that's at

21 Exhibit 9 — it's gonna be Exhibit 8, which I have now

22 completely misplaced.

23 THE COURT: Actually, I think it's in Exhibit

24 9, the response.

25 MR. SERTIC: Well, Dr. Carrea responds.
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1 MR. ROWE: Ruggeroli's second report, Your

Page 4 , Exhibit 8 .2 Honor, is Exhibit 8.

it's Dr. Lagstein' s3 MR. SERTIC: So he then

In his response he4 report, asked to comment on it.

5 acknowledges that there is no documented history of

6 coronary artery disease. The best he can say, the best

7 he can come up with, is that Mr. Demaranville had risk

8 factors for it. Well, unfortunately, don't a lot of

9 That does not prove coronary artery disease.us?

10 He does note that he had an elevated troponin

n Well,level, and that's consistent with heart damage.

12 that, again, isn't really news in this case. We know

13 The issue is what causedhe was having heart issues .

14 those.

15 And again, he comes down to saying it was

16 occult coronary artery disease, again, without any

17 evidence to support that. And interestingly, he never

18 actually addresses Dr. Lagstein' s report. Doesn' t

19 really comment on it at all .

20 And then finally we have the opinion of Dr.

21 Caxrea, which is at Exhibit 9, who was the cardiologist

22 called in to the recovery room very late, apparently.

23 He acknowledges at Page 15 that he was briefly in

24 attendance, doesn't have any other knowledge or

25 information, and the best he can say at that date is
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1 that the echo findings were consistent with a cardiac

2 etiology, but again, that really isn't helpful for us.

3 Because we need more than cardiac etiology -

4 He says it's possible that it arose from a

perioperative cardiac event, and as I understand5

6 perioperative it means just during or around or because

7 of the operation.

8 But he 3ays that's a possibility. Again,

9 that's — possibilities aren't sufficient, but who are

10 That's actually helpful for us, butwe to argue that.

Again , heU that doesn't mean he died of heart disease.

12 states he believed he had occult cardiac issues .

And then finally, and13 Again, no evidence for that.

"Can' t state with conviction14 most importantly, he says,

15 or certainty that death resulted from a cardiac event."

16 So he's even backing off the cardiac event thing.

17 Now, we all know we don' t need certainty in

18 this business, but we really do need conviction.

19 And he' s the attendingThat's really the probability.

20 cardiologist at the time of death and he can't even get

21 to that, much less the finding that there's heart

22 disease .

23 this is a serious matter, and I'm beingSo,

24 serious when I say this, that the claimant's evidence

25 for heart disease really comes down to the fact that
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1 there is no evidence. That's basically the argument.

There's no evidence, so it's occult, and therefore it's2

3 That's not sufficient.there .

And so because the medical evidence doesn' t4

5 support the finding at all, much less by a

6 preponderance of the evidence of underlying heart

7 disease which resulted in the death, both insurers'

8 determination should be affirmed. The hearing officer

9 in my case should be reversed.

I wanted — I10 And, because the hour is late,

just have to mention so they're in the record. I don' t11

12 But it' sthink you need to get to any of these issues .

our position that the claim was untimely . The date of13

14 The C4, which is in thedeath was August 5, 2012.

15 record, is August 20th of the next year.

Additionally, Mr. Demaranville was advised16

17 he did take his physical tests . There' s no argument

18 But he was advised repeatedly in those to stopthere .

19 smoking, which eventually he did, as I understand it,

20 in 2009, but exhibit — those are set forth in Exhibit

21 4, and there's many references to doctors telling him

22 to stop smoking.

23 So even if he had heart disease, which there

24 isn't evidence of, that statute would preclude the

25 benefits .
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1 And than with regard to, again, which

2 employer or which party might be responsible, again, I

3 don't think we get to that issue, but the Supreme Court

4 in the Mirage versus Department of Administration said

5 the date an employee' s entitled to benefits for an

6 occupational disease occurs when they' re disabled and

7 they can't work, and the evidence is Mr. Demaranville

worked really up until his surgery. And so that would8

That's when the claim arises.9 have been in 2012 .

And under that it would be10 That's when benefits start.

11 the city, not my client, employer's insurance company,

12 But again , I don ' t thinkthat would be responsible.

13 I just wanted to mention them soyou get to those.

they're in the record, and with that, we'll close.14

I don' t want to rush15 THE COURT: Thank you.

16 you, because we're certainly going to take the time.

We're good.17 MR. SERTIC: That's fine.

18 THE COURT: Mr. Beavers?

MR. BEAVERS: The only point I would make19

20 about this confusion of how quickly after the surgery

did resuscitation efforts begin or when did the nurses21

have cause to believe the patient was suffering a heart22

You had live testimony of a witness before you23 attack?

24 today who swore under oath that Dr. Gomez came out

after the surgery and said the patient's fine, and then25
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1 the witness testified that she sat there for five hours

2 before she went in and she talked to Dan Demaranville .

3 Clearly ha was not dead at that time.

She also testified that she got pushed out of4

Be asked5 He spoke to her.the room about that time.

6 her questions . When he got sick and started to throw

7 up the second time , that' s when the nurse asked her to

8 I submit to Your Honor, that' s when theseleave .

9 heroic efforts to save the patient started. So there

was at least five hours from the time of surgery to the10

time that Mr . Demaranville really started suffering11

from this heart attack, and it wasn't shortly after the12

13 operation . Thank you .

14 THE COURT: Thank you. Mr. Rowe, anything?

15 MR. ROWE: You know, just because it may have

been overlooked, I think the importance of evidence of16

17 arteriosclerotic heart disease is particularly

18 important here because the contention is the death was

caused by a myocardial infarction. We're not talking19

20 about some general cause related to the heart here.

21 We're talking specifically about myocardial infarction,

22 and that' s why it' s so important that there be some

evidence in that record somewhere that he actually had23

24 occlusive heart disease of some kind that would have

25 led to myocardial infarction.
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] THE COURT: Okay. All right. Mrs.

2 Demaranville , a written decision will be issued within

3 about 30 days. Thank you very much for coming today.

4 I thank everyone for their complete presentations, and

Okay? And we can5 I'm gonna look at all this evidence.

6 go off the record unless there's anything further.

7 MR. SERTIC : Nothing further, Your Honor.

S Thank you .

9 MR. RONE: Thank you.

(Proceedings conclude at 4:20 p.m.)10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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STATE OF NEVADA
DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION

HEARINGS DIVISION
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In the matter of the Contested
Industrial Insurance Claim of:

Hearing Number: 44686-SA
Claim Number: L2853C301824

DANIEL DEMARANVILLE
PO BOX 261

VERDO, NV 89439

CITY OF RENO
ATTN CARA BOWLING
PO BOX 1900

RENO, NV 89505

ORDER TRANSFERRING HEARING TO APPEALS OFFICE

The Claimant's Request for Hearing was filed on June 28, 2013.

The requesting party appealed the Insurer's determination dated May 23,
2013.

The parties have filed a stipulation to waive a hearing at the Hearing
Officer level and to proceed directly to the Appeals Officer level.

NRS 616C.315(7) provides that the parties to a
contested claim may, if the Claimant is represented by
counsel, agree to forego a hearing before a Hearing Officer and
submit the contested claim directly to an Appeals Officer.

THEREFORE, good cause appearing, the Hearing Officer proceeding is
DISMISSED and this matter shall be and hereby transferred to the
Appeals Officer for further proceedings.

NOTICE: If any party objects to this transfer to the Appeals Office, an
objection thereto must be filed with the Appeals Office at 1050 E.
Williams Street #450, Carson City, Nevada 89701, within 15 days of this
order.

IT IS SO ORDERED this 17th day of July, 2013.

/£. , ^ "
Sondra L Amodei, Hearing Officer
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EMPLOYER'S REPORT OF INDUSTRIAL INJURY.

' OR OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE ;
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-J 1 EAST FIRST STREET 775-326-6637
a.
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CCMSI, Inc.
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CITY OF RENOUl RENO
First Name

DANIEL
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563 S. VERDI ROAD
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£
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Ul
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u u]

I"
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L>
<
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!
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Yes "3 No
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O
>_
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May 23, 2013

Daniel DeMaranvilie

PO Box 261

Verdi, NV 89439

RE: Employer: City of Reno

8/5/2012

Claim#: 128S3C301824

DOT:

Dear Ms. DeMaranvilie:

We are the Workers' Compensation Administrator for City of Reno. We are in receipt of your request for
widow benefits dated April 25, 2013. Please be advised your request for widow benefits are denied.
There is lack of informadon establishing the cause of death, as there was no autopsy performed.
Additionally, we don't have medical records saying Mr. DeMaranvilie did in fact have heart disease.

NRS 617.457 Heart diseases as occupational diseases of firefighters and police officers.

1. Notwithstanding any other provision of this chapter, diseases of the heart of a person who, for 5 years or
more, has been employed in a full-time continuous, uninterrupted and salaried occupation as a firefighter or
police officer in this State before the date of disablement are conclusively presumed to have arisen cut of and
in the course of the employment

2. Notwithstanding any other provision of this chapter, diseases of the heart, resulting In either temporary
or permanent disability or death, are occupational diseases and compensable as such under the provisions of
this chapter If caused by extreme overexertion in times of stress or danger and a causal relationship can be
shown by competent evidence that the disability or death arose out of and was caused by the performance of
duties as a volunteer firefighter by a person entitled to the benefits of chapters 616A to 616D, inclusive, of NRS
pursuant to the provisions of NRS 616A.145 and who, for 5 years or more, has served continuously as a
volunteer firefighter in this State and who has not reached the age of 55 years before the onset of the disease.

3. Except as otherwise provided In subsection 4, each employee who is to be covered for diseases of the
heart pursuant to the provisions of this section shall submit to a physical examination, Including an
examination of the heart, upon employment, upon commencement of coverage and thereafter on an annual
basis during his employment

4. A physical examination is not required for a volunteer firefighter more than once every 3 years after an
initial examination. .

5. Ail physical examinations required pursuant to subsection 3 must be paid for by the employer.
6. Failure to correct predisposing conditions which lead to heart disease when so ordered In writing by the

examining physician subsequent to the annual examination excludes the employee from the benefits of this
section if the correction is within the ability of the employee.
7, A person who is determined to be:

[a) Partially disabled from an occupational disease pursuant to the provisions of this section; and
(b) Incapable ofperforming, with or without remuneration, work as a firefighter or police officers «ijVOr|

may elect to receive the benefits provided under NRS 616C.440 for a permanent total disability. RBCSiVStl

JUL ©2 2013

GQASI-S»

130CANNON COCHRAN MANAGEMENT SERVICES, INC. - P.O. Box 20068 - Reno, NV 89515-0068
(775) 324-3301 Fax: (775) 324-9893 www.ccmsi.com
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B. Claims filed under this section may be reopened at any time during the life of the claimant for further
examination and treatment of the claimant upon certification by a physician of a change of circumstances
related to the occupational disease which would warrant an Increase or rearrangement of compensation

If you do not agree with this determination, you have the right to request a hearing regarding the matter.
If this is your intention, please complete the enclosed "Request for Hearing" form and return it, along
with a copy of this letter, to the Department of Administration, Hearing Division, Carson City, NV
within seventy (70] days from the date of this letter.

Sincerely,

QCMSI

fi>o
Lisa Jo

Claims Representative
V

Filecc:

City of Reno

D1IR/IIRS

Tim Rowe, Esq.

Enc: D-12a Appeal Rights

Received
r
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' Sep, 27, 2912 2:44FM Western Surj Group 775-789-4196
8/22/2012 111 IS: 43 PH PAGE

No. 3387.
1/002 Pax serverHIM

DEMARANVILLE,DANEL EUGENE
MRN: 0333682
DOB: 10/4/1034, Bex: M

Admarc/2012, 00:8/8/201 2

RENOWN REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER

11fiS MILL STREET
RENO, NV 89302-1378i

I

Encounter Wormatlon

BS01392300 RENOWN REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER Aug 6, 201 2Aug 6,2012

!

I TranaorteHon

MDQS2494 fl/MO 1 2 ')32PM UynjnJGcmez,M.D.OP Report
4276

;

Authenticated by Myron J Game*, MD on 0fiffi2/1 2 at 23 1 3 ?

j»»KII«KilBHIWS^S®'»8WW*8^^

!

DATE OF OPERATION: 08/06/2012

PREOPERATIVE DIAGNOSIS: Biliary dyaSdneefo/COlb.

POSTOPERATIVE DIAGNOSIS: Hilary dysklneala/oolta.

OPERATION PERFORMED: Lapereeoopfo cholecystectomy.

SURGEON: Myron J, Gomez, MD.

ASSISTANT:
ANESTHESIOLOGIST: Terry A. Effls. M.D.

ANESTHESIA: General.

INDICATIONS: Chronic abdominal pain consistent with binary colia
Abnormally bw ejeotfon fraction. Procedure, ahemativM, risks, and
dlaabfSty wore tfisoussed with the patient in the office. Questions

were answered and he wished to proceed

i

i

OPERATION: The abdomen was prepped and draped Si sterile fashion. A

Veress needle was Introduced in the abdomen Inflated to 15 mrrHg,
Midline five port was Inserted without Incident TdangukSrg ports

were then inserted under video assist. Qafotadderwas retracted
displaying triangle of Cakl. Triangle was dewed of soft tteate
w^rrgthec^todudandcyettoartery. Cystto artery was divided
uaing multiple' hemocffps. Cystto diet was then divided using muKple
hemodfps. The gallbladder wan then retracted from the gs&lsdder

fossaustog argon beam. There was no active hemorrhage at ft e

oc^Bton of the procedure. The gallbladder was removed using an

PtNameDemananviile, Daniel Eugene (MRNflsdSiSfl^a
1

SEP 27 2012

CCMS!-Rsn0
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S«p. 27. 2011 2:44PM W»»tern Sari Group 775-789-4196
' 8/22/20155 11: IB! 43 PM PAOE

No. 3967I
kiM 2/ooz Fax Server

i

DBIARANVILLE, DANIHL EUGENE
MRN:0339S6Z
DOB: 1 0/4/1934, Sex: M
/wrea/5«iig.

RENOWN REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
1166 MILL STREET
RENO, NV 69602-1 678!

t

Encounter Information (continued) ,

EndoCatoh bag find then the abdomen relnilgrted. The area ofctesectfon'
was brfgated. There waa no active hemorrhage or bile teak. Ports
were removed with video assist AB wounds were irrigated. No active
hemorrhage,- Skin.wee dosed wfth staples. Patient tolerated the
procedure well and was taken to recovery room In stable condition.

ESTIMATED BLOOD L06& Minimal.

SPECIMENS TO PATHOLOGY: Gallbladder.

i
i

I

I

;

i
1

Myron J. Gomez, M.D.
i
r

MJGJMEDQ
DD: 08/05(2012 132 PM
DT: 08/03/2012 538 PM
D#: 1874889 Job#: 524S44276
cc MYRON J. GOMEZ, M.D.

:

Dtaptaty only: Transcription (MDQ6Z49W278) on 8/S/2012 1:32 PMby Myron J Gomei, M.D.

i

!

;
!

;
:

I

[
'
f

i

pwtameDemaranvllte, Daniel Eugene (MRN 3333682] Pag a
. • Pecelvid6tS),

ISEP 27 20%
m

!
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i
(775) 345-6530Fab 25 13 10:46a Laura DeMaranvUfe

UetPDFaspx RENOWN REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER<HH>1

!
i

;
CftilACYflHJ.

a^cawevfej

A. GHbfooden:
i

GROSS DESCRIPTION:
A. Raealvod Informifln btebdwftn On patmrts ram* and msaejl

record number anddfesigwted TIQ, gillCiidder' I* i gAabiacdsr sac
measuring appnwfmaMty S.E x 3 em, Tp» wall of-dH gaihtaddir I*

aboiiO.lcniinffXckneri n* serosal aurtjceii relatively smooth
Sectioning rw*al»tft»pres*.n;eo#itilekflr*»ri mucoid Ituli Tie
muecwisiiriacBb finely granular and mMlly flieenWvtni. Then# i* no
groaa lugaestton el lirmei. Nc stones ar* W#nHl*d In Ok» lumen or
spednwn cgrtahar. ftopresamtiv* Motion ire njbml&ad In a alngia
rassnfliibhrtitdMTI
SEWXW

MICROSOaPIC ESCRPTION;
Microscopic sxaaitraSon ma performed. Pletiseaoe Clagntrah,

!

!

a

>
Tccttrj; Pertocraed ByI

Laix-Atsxwatton
411 -I/I

; Name
RENOWN
REWONAI.
MEDICAL CEHTSIt

Director
a. Paiasaarl mdWlll Street

RwwNVSSSS!

Vaib Data Range
11TK/CTCT3S -PmssK

!

!
i

i

RECEIVED

FEB 852013

CCNISH3ENO

:
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RENOWN REGIONAL CENTER<BR> 1155 MILL STREE^R>RENO, NV 89502- 1...

declined by the patient's wife The order was written In tre medical
record.

Myron J. Gomez, MrC

MJGfMEDQ
DD: QB/05/2012 B OA
DT: 06/CI5/2012 9:1

Dtf: 1874953 4i
cc: MYR<

ff 824983899
r GOMEZ, M.D

mult Metes

Consults authenticated by Frank PCanea, M .D, at 0S/06/12 2121

Autfl&r Frank PCarrea, M.D. Service:

Note

Time:

Audio- Type: Physician

TianaiO. MDQ524962B76
(none)
03/06/12 1933Filed: 08/06/12 21 2 1

Trans Available

Status:

REFERRING PHYSICIAN: MYRON J. GOMEZ. M.D.

REASON FOR CONSULTATION: Postoperative hypotension.

HISTORY OF THE PRESENT ILLNESS: History is very fleeting since I came

upon the patient when he was being intubated. In short, die patient
is a 77 -year-old gentlemen withcut a known previous history of heart
disease who underwent cholecystectomy earlier today. He was known to
have a baseline right bundle branch block and at least secondhand was
not reported to have had any symptoms prior to presenting to the
hospital.

MEDICATIONS: Prior to acmlsslon were Zantac, Ceiexa, Cardura, Toprol
XL 25 mg a day, Viagra 1 00 mg as needed, Levsin, Prilosec 20 mg a day,
aspirin 61 mga day.

ALLERGIES. Penicillin and codeine.

SOCIAL HISTORY: Unobtainable

FAMILY HISTORY: Unobtainable.

PAST SURGICAL HISTORY: Unobtainable.

REVtEWOF SYSTEMS: Unobtainable.

PHYSICAL EXAMINATION:

VITAL SIGNS: At the time of my arrival the patient was being
intubated with CPR being performed. Blood pressure was zero, heart
rate was 50 with a wide complex escape rhythm.

GENERAL: Patient is cyanotic. He Is in the process of being
Intubated.

LUNGS: Difltise rhonchi

CARDIAC: Exam is unobtainable.

Received

MAR 0.4 2013

ABDOMEN: Exam demonstrates a distended abdomen.

EXTREMITIES: Trace edema.

CCMSHteno 1 3 9 f [U

na/mitch -»• i-xj-ci nurrak,. t TW71 t»T
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RENOWN REGIONAL Mi^AL CENTER<BR>1155 MILL STREEbJpL>RENO, NV 89502-1...

IMPRESSION: Again, upon my arrival patient had CPR being performed

and had fust been defibrtlated. I recommended aggressive doses of
epinephrine, atiopiriB, and after the codB was performed for a period

of time, sodium bicarbonate. The echo machine had beBtr ceiled during

tho resuscitation event after several rounds of vasoactive

medications. A brief echo was done whieri demonstrated no left

ventricular wall motion and only minimal movement of the tricuspid
valve. A: that point I fett that continued resuscitation efforts were

probably not in the patients best interest and would be accompanied
by poor outcome so myself along with the anesthesiologist decided that

we should terminate the code.

DIAGNOSES:
1. Postoperative hypotension and shock, possible cardiac etiology.
2 History of cholecystectomy.

Frank P. Carrea, M.D.

FPC/MEDQ

DD: 06/05/2012 7:33 PM

DT: 08/06/2012 8:1 1 PM

D# 1874949 Job#: 624962676
cc: FRANK P. CARREA. M D.

GOMEZ
. SIERRA NEVADA CARDIOLOGY ASSOCIATES

Operative Report

OR Suraeon authenticated by Myron J Gomez, M.D. atC6/22/12 2313

Author: Myron J Gomez, M.C. Service:

Filed: 06/22/1! 2313

Audio- Type: Physician
Trans ID: MDQ52494427G

(none)

06/06/12 1332Nate

Time:

Trans Available
itus:

QATEOF OPERATION 08/35/2012

PREOPERAT1VEDIAGNOSIS- Biliary dysklnasla/colle.

POSTOPERATIVE DLAGNQSIS: Biliary dyskmesia/coiic.

OPS3ATION PERFORMED. Laparoscopic cholecystectomy.

SURGEON: Myron J. Gomez, MO.
ASSISTANT:
ANESTHESIOLOGIST: Teriy A Ellis, M D.

ANESTHESIA: General.

INDICATIONS: Chronic abdominal pain sonstetdht with biliary colic.
Abnormally low ejection traction. Procedurefmltematives. risks, and
tisability were discussed with the patenptn the aftice. Questons

were answered and he wished to propped

OPERATION: The abdomen was prepped and draped in sterile fashion. A
Varess needle was introduced'in the abdomen inflated to 15 mmHg.
Midline five port was inserted without inccteni. Triangulating pciis
were then inserted undpnrideo assist Gallbladder was retracted
displaying triangle oj£alot. Triangle was cleared of soft tissue
exposing the cystic^duct and cystic artery. Cystic artery was divided

Received

MAR 0.4 2013
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§

' Sep; 27. 2012 2:44PM Western Surg Group 775-789-4196
B/17/2012 1:28:13 AM PAGE 1/002 Fax Server

M«.38ll?
HIM

!

! RENOWN REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
1155MILL STREET
RENO, NVB9602-1 576

DEMARANVILLE.DANIEL EUGENE
MRN: 6389862
DOB: 1CM/1 934, B«:M
Adm:Q/3/2012i 0/0:6/3/2012

I

;

Encounter Information

mi

!
Aug 6,20126601392300 RENOWN REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER Aug 6, £012

Taroi iton
!

I
Myron J Garnet, M.D.Dtscharga Summary MDOS2490BW2O12 8:04 PM

3889-1
!

Authenticated by Myron J Gomes, MD on oa/l 7/12 et oi 27
TNa doMitem replaces dooument MDG624S6sas9I

;1;
Sfi

DATE OF ADMISSION: 08705/2012

DATE OF DISCHARGE: 08/05/2012

ADMITTING DIAGNOSIS: Blfeiy coBowfth biliary dyskinesia.

DISCHARGE DIAGNOSES:
1. Biliary code and biliary dyskinesia, ,
2. Cardl&o arrest urwxeeslgl resuscitation.

OPERATIONS AND PROCEDURES: Laparoscopic cholecystectomy.

CONSULTATIONS: Frank Carrea, M.D. - Cardiology.

i. He

was evaluated by Dr. Gray, who referred the patient for
cholecystectomy. Following evaluation In the office, the patientwas

admitted to Renown Regional for laparoscopic cholecystectomy. He
underwent the procedure without Incident. Then was no active
hemorrhage at the ecmdualori of the procedure. In the recovery room,
the patient was hypotensive. Several titers of crystalloid were
admwstered. Repeat hematocrit was in the normal range- He remaned
hypoxemic requiring oxygen. Dr. Frank Carrea, Cardiology, was

ooftBUtted, and an ICU bed was arranged. Cardfeo eoho was ordered.
Just prior to lha cardiac echo, the patient experienced progresaivo
bradycardle episode and then pulseless electrical activity. CPR was
Initiated. In attendance for the resusoftetfon was Dr. Frank Cenraa
and Dr. Tony Els, Anesthesia. Resuscitation was not successful.

IVtemeDemaranvllie, Daniel Eugene (MRN:0338e82) Page

Received

SEP 27 2m
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f
!

!
Sep, 57, 5015 2:44PM We jtg rn Surg Group 775_7S9-4 1 96 N«, 3887i

f bin tttn/zvii. iizu'ia An wait 2/002 Fax wrrar .
I

;
!

DEMARANVHLP.DANIH. EUQENE

S=,B»,:U
A0mJ/BgQ12, 00:8/52012

RENOWN.REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
11 85 MILL STREET
RENO, NV 89502-1 578

Encounter Information (continued) ,

The patient's wife was counseled postoperatively- An autopsy was
declined by the patient's wl !e. The order was written in the medical
record,

f

I

Myron J. Gomez, M.D.

MJG/MEDQ
DD: 06/06/2012 fcWPM
DT: 08/052012 3:03 PM
D#: 1874953 Jobd: 524S638S0
oc: MYRON J. GOMEZ, JAD. :

Display only: Tra/ucrlpfoi (MDQ3243fl3S99-l) on 5512012 B: M PM by Myron J Gcmei, MJ3.

Document history: Transcription (MDG62*983fi&S-1)cn 8/5/2012 8:04 PM by Myron J Some*, M.D.

;

;

;

{

PtNameoenaranviHa, Daniel Eugene (MRN.-03396a2> Page

2

Received
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STATE OF NEVADA

DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY

Division of Industrial Relations
1301 N. Green Valley Pwlcway, Suite 200

Henderson, Nevada 89074
400 West King Street, Suite 400

Carson City, Nevada 89703
7

I

I
I FATALITY REPORT

(Pursuant toNAC 616B.018)

{Note; The insurer must notify the Administrator within 48 hours after receiving notice of fatalhy)

To: ADMINISTRATOR, D.LR

From: C.C^CVAXL	

AddreM^Ti vl W/Nh (Y ^
Date: ^"WV>	

\g-' or tiVxai\CD.ojB. iryiA AM ssn: _

City: \Uf&(
State: V\\(

Deceased: \

Address: S.lcb ^ Al e_f d\ ^ CVi A

County:\j D Q "Ai tV . CQO(\A-{	
! A.M.

DateofAccident or onset ofOccupational Disease: \^-TimB: I'A A

Date of Death: *S,' 'N " \ A1	

Marital Status: Name ofSpouse ALhf CaAN ft? No. ofDependents:

D.O.B.,

D.O.B..

PM.

Relationship:

Relationship;

Relationship:

Name ofDependent:.

Name ofDependent:.

Name of Dependent:.

I

D.O.B.

Typa ofBusiness: *\i I? )-4 f f rl ( £. OPC/ C?SEmployer:. Qa V*d	CA	l^JLO-Q _

AddressA-* \ Q f^Pl ^VAt A'ANCiA

Deceased Employee's Occupation: A f -V-\ f f _

^t di r d I Ctnk/

\
i

i
i Exact Location of Accident (ifrpyiicuhia):

:

I
Describe Accident or Occupational Disease: VC\fu'N6-, \ \f £ VXlj Qw V Ct-A\ A f V

I

V-iSx tM-ineS
Reported By \

( y.e 9 rcr> e ,n V&-V\v!
Title

D-21
i

Qrf, itP)

144
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\
i
!
I

I

c c m s r\!

i

Laura Oemaranvlila
P0BOX2S1

Verdi, NVB9439

!
!

Ii
i

Claim No:

' Injury Date;

Employer;

Insurer;

TPA:

Date of Notice:

8/5/2012
City of Reno
City of Reno

CCMSI

9/6/2012
Dear Mrs, Demaranvllle;

We have recently received the accident report from your husbands employer, CCMSI Is the third party
administrator that handles the claims for the City of Reno.

To ensure the best possible outcome, please be sure to keep In close contact with your claims adjuster.

If you have not spoken to the undersigned by the time you have received this letter, please call as soon as possible
so that your claim can be reviewed for any additional benefits due. •

Your attention and cooperation Is appreciated and we look forward to working with you.

r

:
I
i

;

f
!

r

Sincerely,I

I

L
:

f Claims Representative
t

I

Phqnfi/775-324-3301 xl029

Fax; 77S-324-9893

1
!

I

CC: File

!
I
t

I

i

CANNON COCKRAN MANAGEMENT SERVICES, [NC. - P.O. Box 30068 -Kara NV S95IS-006S
(775)324-3301 F«c (775)324-9893 vvww.ocmsLcwn

145175
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i

i ccmsi'

i

September 6, 2012[
Renown

Attn: Medical Records

Send via fax to: 775-982-S669

Re: Claimant: Daniel Demaranville

Claim No, :

S.S.N.:

D.O.B.:

Employer:

I

1 0/4/1 934

Gity ofReno

t

Dear Medical Records Department:
i
!

Enclosed is a C4 form signed by the injured worker allowing this office to obtain prior medical
records. Please forward copies ofany and all medical reporting to the address noted below. This

includes all treatment provided for any condition for the above referenced injured worker.

I
I
I

If there is a charge for the copies, please forward an invoice with the requested copies. If payment is
required prior to shipment, please fax the invoice to my attention at the number noted below,

t

i
r

Ifyou have further questions orwish to discuss this case further, please contact me at the number

noted below extension 1029,;

Sincerely, ,
\

Lisa Jones

Claims Representative

CCMSI - Reno, Nevada!

i
cc: File, City ofReno

;

i
i

J

I"1,CANNON COCHRAN MANAGEMENT SERVICES, XNC - P.Q.tSox2C(]63 - Rgnn,.NV 89S15U068
(775)324-3301 Fax; (775)324-9893 www.cc1114i.com

146
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•.J,1 if II- rf-

A

P.OC1/00309/06/2012 16:29

Ranown/ReJeasc of Informedon
1 155 Mill Street

RMOwn.^* "5<e
HEALTH

I

9-6/3-
Date;!

To Whom It May Cortcern: q-^ -ft-I
I'

At this time we cannot fill your request for copies of medical records due to one of
the following reasons:

^No authorization was received with your request, or your authorization Is not
HlPAAcornpliant.' Prease resubmit Vbur request wfth our authorization formfeed
out completely by the patient or patients representative.

' . ' 1
__Renown Regional Medical Center does riot accept any subpoena issued outside
the state of Nevada, Your request will be honored upon tha receipt of a valid
authorization signed and dated by the pfftfentor patient's representative.

		Patient was not treatad at Renown Regional Medical Center on the datefs)
specified an your request,

		Based an Information provided, wb hove no record of tha patient being treated
at Renown Regional Medlcel Center. Please provide us with a date of birth, SSN,
exact spelling of the patient's name, all AKA's and type Of ssrvfra or treatment and

-.available account numbers. '

'	Patient's records are protected by Federal confidentiality rules (42 CFR part 2)
and a general authorization and or subpoena duces tecum for the release of
medical records In net sufficient Please provide a valid HIPAA compliant
authorization or a court order so Renown Regional Medical Center may comply
wtth your request. '

^To honor your request for medical records, Renown Regional Medical Center will
need a valid authorization, a copy of a Death Certificate as welt as a copy of
executor orspoelal administrator paperwork as per Nevada Revised Statutes
(629.0G1, 132.040, 132,130, 132.265, 132.315, 132525)

Other:

r

i
I

i

|i
i
r

!

i-

PftRUf ".-Ik
I

Return this form, the original request and all other documentation to: Renown
Regional Medical Center, 1 155 Mill St., Reno, NV BS502 ATTN: Release of
Information

;

I

If you have any questions regarding this letter please contact the Release of
Information department at Renown Regional Medical Center, Health Inform
Management Department 77.V982-5661

t

i

i
SEP "0 7 2012p

CCUSt-Reno
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!
}

I

X
f

I
c c m s r

•ScptefflSwr^Qlt— ^ho )\£~t

Reiwtra

Attni Medical Records

!
Send vfafto to; 775-982-5569 ,

Rjbj CMaBiit Daniel DflmarsnvUle J
Claim No.: •
3.S,If,; .... .
D,O.B,: 10W1P34

Employer: QyofReao _

DearMedical Records Department;

Enclosed is a C4 farm signed by the Injured worker allowing this afSco to obtain prior medical

records. Please forward copies ofany and all medical Tupcrtingto the ad&tss noted below, Tbds

includes ail treatment: provided for arty condition far foe above referenced injured wo&er,

If there is a charge far fan copies, please forward an invoice with the requested copies. Ifpayment is

required prior fa shipment, pleasa fax the invoice to my attention at the number noted below.

Ifyou have Author questions or wish fa discuss this oasa farther, please contactma at tha.aumber
noted below toiteasion 1029.

!

!'

!
I
!

i

SSnceraly, ,
i
\
t

j!
? Lisalonca

Claims Rcprbienttitrvs

CCMSI^Reno, Nevada

I
t

t oc; File, City ofReno
f

i Received

SEP 07 2012

CCMSI-Reno
!

CANNON COCTOAM MANAOTiMUNl' BBRVtCGg.tMCL - P.O. Ban 3)088 . KenaNV SS81M068
~ 2Z4KS301 Fac (773) KZM8S3 vrawsiwlcorti !
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I >

J

i

1

ccmsi'f

September 13, 2012

Laura Demaranvtlle
PO Box 261
Verdi, NV 89439

!
Claim Number
Date of Injury
Insurer

12853C3Q1024
8/5/2012
City of Reno

I
i.

Dear Mrs. Demaranvtlle:

Enclosed you will find the form D-38, relative treatment history forms, and a Declaration of Medical Providers
form. Please sign, date, and return the forms to this office within tan (10) days of the data of this letter. Your
signature on these forms acts as a release to acquire information related to your husbands claim.

NAC 018C.O79 states In part, 'an ln|ured employee must sign all medical releases necessary
for the Insurer to obtain appropriate Information and documentation to determine the nature
and amount of benefits to which he Is entitled. If the Injured employee fafs to do so, the Insurer
may withhold compensation from him.*

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.

(Sinc^ely,

I
\

E

!
t

; P

I

Claims Representative

City of Renoce:

File

I

s
i

I I

I

i

;

/

y

CAMNON COCHRAN MANAGEMENT SERVICES, INC - P.O. Box 20068 - Keno, NV 656150068

(775)3243301 Rue {775)324-9393 ww,ccmsi.com

149
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9 W
\

Sap 17 12 11:23a Laura DeMwanville (776) 345-6530

September 13, 201 2

128530301824

^ PSClftRAJ'QN QP MEDICAL PRPV'D^

•*1~pN* ^rkn(\*t\ \(^tiava received treatment had medication prescribed, or
Print Your Nana

been evaluated by the [ottw/ing doctors, chlropraotors, dentists of ether prediHorwrB Airing the lest five (5)

years.

Dates of Treatment
List names and addresses and phone

iTX^Yofv. .

\oOJn

£Wt/u Jf\ KVJu A,A \ C atvW J

P 0 Pvsx A^/>a 	

	 LVa^ Vvr^.J—

i
Aaa^AJ* * , ifHSy^-^AriA

1 P\j^\ a r* A j 	

Qt,y\/2 sW—

! v'TUt-v tu^-6

I

;

!

nnjs £5^5"f
?

?
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September 26, 2012

Acadia Medical Group

Attn: Medical Records

Send via fax to: 775-786-3088

Re: Claimant: Daniel DeMaranville

Claim No.: 12853C301824

S.S.N.:

D.O.B.:

Employer:

10/4/1934

City of Reno

Dear Medical Records Department:

Enclosed is a medical authorization signed by the injured worker allowing this office to obtain prior '
medical records. Please forward copies ofany and all medical reporting to the address noted below.

This includes all treatment provided for any condition for the above referenced injured worker.

If there is a charge for the copies, please forward an invoice with the requested copies. Ifpayment is
required prior to shipment, please fax the involoe to my attention at the number noted below.

Ifyou have further questions or wish to discuss this case further, please contact me at the number

noted below extension 1029.

Sincerely, . -

J -fur
Lisa Jones

Claims Representative

CCMSI - Reno, Nevada

cc: File, City ofReno

"7^CANNON COCHRAN MANAGEMENT SERVICES, INC - P.O. Box 20068 - Kenn NY 89515-0068

(775) 324-3301 Fax: (775) 324-9893 wwwxcmaUcm
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September 26, 201 2

Dr. Myron Gomez

Attn: Medical Records
f

f Send via fax to: 77S-789-91D8

Re: Claimant: Daniel DeMaranville

Claim No.: 12853C301824
S.S.N.:

D.O.B.:

Employer:

10/4/1934

City ofReno

Dear Medical Records Department:

(
Enclosed is a medical authorization signed by the injured worker allowing this office to obtain prior

medical records. Please forward copies of any and alt medical reporting to the address noted below.

This includes all treatment provided for any condition for the above referenced injured worker.

I

Ifthere is a charge for the copies, please forward an invoice with the requested copies. Ifpayment is

required prior to shipment, please fox the invoice to my attention at the number noted below.

i

Ifyou have further questions or wish to discuss this case further, please contact me at the number

noted below extension 1029.

Sincerely, i -

Lisa Jones

Chums Representative

CCMSJ - Reno, Nevada
i

cc: File, City of Reno

i

J
&CANNON COCHRAN MANAGEMENT SERVICES. INC - P.O. Box 20068 - Reno, NV 89515-0063

(775)324-3301 Faxt (775)324-9893 www.ccniit.com
153183
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September 26, 2012

Renown Medical Center
Attn: Medical Records

Send via fax to: 775-982-5669

Re: Claimant: Daniel DeMaranville

Claim No.: 12853C301824
S.S.N,:

D.O.B.:

Employer: City ofReno

10/4/1934

Dear Medical Records Department:

Enclosed is a medical authorization signed by the injured worker allowing this office to obtain prior

medical records. Please forward copies ofany and all medical reporting to the address noted below.

This includes all treatment provided for any condition for the above referenced injured worker.

i
I
t

i

IF there is charge for the copies, please forward an invoice with the requested copies. If payment is

required prior tx> shipment, please fax the invoice to my attention at the number noted below.

Ifyou have further questions or wish to discuss this case further, please contact me at the number

noted below extension 1029,

i
_ Sincerely, . J

•J rfbf-

'

Lisa Jones

Claims Representative

CCMS1 - Reno, Nevada

'
cc:FiIe, City ofReno

I/ .
-1x"1 xCANNON COCHRAN MANAGEMENT SERVICES, INC - P.Q Bat 20068 - Reno, NV 69513-0063

(773) 324-3301 Fa* (775) 32ih«93 wwwj;tnisl.com ' 154
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October 15, 2012

Daniel Demaranvflle

PO Box 261
Verdi, NV 89436

RE: Claim No:

Injury Date:

Employer:

Insurer:

12853C301824
8/5/2012
City of Reno

CCMSI

Dear Ms. Demaranville:I

i
I Thank you for submitting the death certificate for your husband Daniel Demaranville. Please accept

our sympathy on the loss of your husband.
I

Unfortunately the medical reporting that we have on file is not complete. Based on this information
it is the determination to deny your request for widow benefits at this time. Please fill out the
enclosed forms and return the completed forms to CCMSI so we ran obtain the medical records
from Renown Regional Medical Center.

Should you disagree with this determination you have the right to appeal by completing the
enclosed "Request for Hearing" form and returning it to the Nevada Department of Administration
Hearing Division Office within seventy (70) days of the date of this determination.

If you have any questions or wish to discuss this matter, please contact me at the number noted
below at xl029,

t

i
i

\
Sinceltely,i

\

iaimsiRepresentative

cc: File

City of Reno

t

I

CANNON COCHRAN MANAGEMENT SERVICES, INC - P.O. Box 20068 - Reno, NV 89515-0068
(775) 324-33C1 Fax: (775) 32M453 www.ccmsi.com
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p.-i(775) 345-5530Nov 05 1,2 12r29p Laura DeMaranvllle!

I Z&iCSayq
J

1

November 6, 2012

i

!

CCMS1
i
i

Attn: Lisa Jones'

Fax # 324-9893

Thank you for your help on this Renown Authorization for Release form.

I've filled it out with your help, thank you, and understand you will fill in the rest
of it.

Please let me know if you need anything efse.

Sincerely,

Laura DeMarartville

PO Box 261

Verdi NV 89439

345-6530

Received

NOV OB 20IB

CCMSFReno

y
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Nov. 06 12 12:30p Laura DeMaranvNIe (775) 346-6530 P-2

Renown,
Authorization for Release / Disclosure of Protected Health Information:
This form may be used for continuity of tars; treatment, payment and health tara
operations (IPC). and the release of protected health Information (PHI) which is not
required by law. Provide a copy to the patient f patient representative when Renown
Health Initiates tha authorization for non-TPO reasons.

mtan
I

Renown Regional Medical Center
1153 Mill Street.

Reno, Nevada 89502

Notice to the Individual making this authorization:

1. Afteryeur protected health information (PHiymedfcal record s
ww released by your authorisation, the possibility exists thnt
your PHI will no longer be subject to the protection of federal
privacy regulations er.d may be tediselcaed by the recipient.

2. You may revoke this authorization at any time In writing.
Your written revocation will become effective upon receipt,
but wfllnot apply to any PHI released prior to that date or to
fee extent feat fee referenced Renown Health entity has taken
action in reliance upon this authorization.

3. Renown Health will not condition treatment on whether you
Sign this font). .

Attn:
i

PHONE:

FAX:

THIS AUTHORIZATION WILL EXPIRE 90 DAYS AFTER THE DATE OF SIGNATURE.
Datr of Birth C^.f.1 -J —Pat*crtNun«

f

•ftp t*vn9.3sLdL	̂.la^ A. .1 ftA

^.3%: MX atqtM
nfe -vlts u 4aof

Fax

rvA<k_
t authorize (you my chedt the blank that lppliis);

_ih.1ho provider Hi ted below to release f disci see the PHI described below to the abcunreferenced Renown entity

	The abave-rcfeiBnced Renown entity to rdeise / disciore (he PHI described below lot

ffiJLmarv.. fT\ixU<wl C><LnJrt'y
Addreal , - C.X

u* * cC\\\\
Otone

i

eJW rVlXftn. Fax

Description nf Lnfnrmsdon to be released for the following dates of oerunsnl i service:

__ Physician generated data 	Discharge Instructions 		Diagnostic data 	Tharopy evaluation / records
	 „___ERdocumoitj Labs

Qth^dt.gribe^'Ve^Lac'jl-A q^t
	H4P _wXledii»tiQ> record*

OptraiivB rqjorta
Corwuhatian report/i

Dtsriinty aummAiy

	 NOTE; The me or dcftrksnje of piychoUicrayy notea reqwlrei a separata aiiiKorijartori,

Kesron for ihi» mjtiiflk		Contimii ty of Care 	 Legal 		Ftotiea t rccjuert

	Cthcr (describe): tWeOxCr -Vti O

I

I understand that my PHI / medical records may contain inforatstion about
* Drug and/oralcohol abuse history diagnosis, treatment;

Psychiatric Matory, diignoeii, treatment;
• AIDS fHIV, sexually transmitted diseases, hepatitis and/or other infectious disease history, diogrosts. treatment.

By signing below, 1 authorize the release ! disclosure of my PHI even evin It contains information regarding the
above-Bated types of information within the PHI / medical records requested.

Signature of pa
tit perioral rep

Dita;

S^r^srotatlv.:LJ,iLi 1N\ft Pd im./'AVJ uJ\*T
For Ranwn Health Pnsannri Use Only

Renown Health Patent Medical Record No.
Received

novo a 2m

CCMSMtena

20015 Rav.iCS
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PAGE 61/03 .CCMSI
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£! November 13, 2012

t»r
wRenown Medical Center

Attn: Medical Records
I

!
Send vta fax fan T«»982-5d69

Re; Claimant; Daniel DcMoranvillo

Claim No,; 128S3C301824

S.S.Nh

D.O.B.: 10/4/1934
Employer: city ofReno

Dear Medical Recmds D^arimenfc

Enclosed is itmedical authorization signed bythe injured waiter allowing tfcis office to obtain prior
madfc$lreoord& Please ibrwanl oopiesofaay and flBmedical r^cctirtg to Ibe address noted below.
TWa includes all treat#ant provided for my condition for the above retraced mured worker.

lftherebadrai^&rtteo^es.pVeaMfior^anfoMMCOwiQifheretiueated copies, IfpaymeitU

required prior to shipment, pleats fax die Invoice to my attention at thewuatwnoted bdow.

Ifyouhave further questions orwish to discuss (bis use Author, pleaw contactms at die number

noted below extension 1029.

I

Liu Jonas

Oram Representative

CCMSl - Reno> Nevada

as File, CStyofRao

Received

MOV t i 8®
ccusi^eno
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